
Compensation Petition on Making Needless of 12B$ SSC(1993)to
Concerned Scientist Org,American Physical Society,and Biden Presidency.2021/10/16,17

Once author made of no use 12billion $ elementary particle experiment faculty in Texas USA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconducting_Super_Collider
The construction was aborted(1993 Autumn)in the half completion with spent 2b$,then they
lied the reason due to financial difficulty,because annual income of government always red
during 1984 1993(Clinton Presidency).While author turned to terribly poverty due to the
compensation petition to USA on the copy right invasion on elementary particle theory
(1993 Spring).Following was the submitted thesis(triggering the abortion),but rejected to
publish by Progress of Theoretical Physics in Kyoto University Japan.
http://www.777true.net/GRAVITY_FIELD_as_GUAGE_one.pdf
 DJ6420<the comprehensive treatise of completing elementary particle theory=QGD>
Quantum gravitational dynamics of SO(N 11;1) gauge symmetry as the unified
field theory in linear coordinate. Submitted,but rejected to publish Phys.Rev.D(1997/9/19).
USA your terrible sin would be some degree released by easy paying 0.12billion $ by
rotating printing machine.

⑴The Circumstantial Evidence on the Copyright Invasion.
*It maybe true that since 1984 to 1993,some had been accusing SSC is too high cost,
though the red finance government had been entirely keeping consruction,That is financial
difficulty is not decisive factor of the abortion,thereby it could not be nothing,but a pure
scientific cause to turn the situation.It is told that scinece society not did strong opposition !!
In the later(1998~) government turned annual red to black,however they would not demand
restarting construction.

Physics Evidence on Needless of SSC<For general people orient reading>.
Substantially Dr Fadeev＆Dr Poppov(Quantization of gauge field,Russia) and Dr
Utiyama(Gauge theory,Japan)had completed QGD,However failure on employing general
curve linear coordinate in gauge theory in unifying gravity had to be corrected.Also classical
coordinate (x0=ict,x1,x2,x3,...)is righteous,while no employing imaginary number in x0 =time
coordinate must be also corrected<Without this,very singular initial negative energy by non
herimitian(=non observable) transversal gauge field(ordinal negative energy is caused by
longitudinal one) in BigBang gauge field phase transition become impossible>.
As the consequence,complete gauge field-nization of gravity field by Einstein equivalent
principle had successfully revealed decisive matter(force)evolution sequence as follows.
<SO(11;1)→SO(11)→S(10)→SU(5)→SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)>.
,where SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)=strongxweakxelectromagnetic forces respectively.
BigBang=gauge field phase transition dynamics<SO(11;1)→SO(11)>(without manmade
model) of was derived.Spinor(elementary)particle mass formula leads to Newton potential
as macro approximation.Higgs model for particle mass is incomplete temporal hypothesis.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconducting_Super_Collider
http://www.777true.net/GRAVITY_FIELD_as_GUAGE_one.pdf


⒜A Dynamics is completely described only by so called Lagrangean.
Elementary particle theory is also called Quantum Field Theory(QFT),which is a dynamics
same as Newton one stating F=mα<force=mass x acceleration>,this is a unique and only
dynamic equation,which can state planetary motion to building vibration the versatile.
Newton dynamics has another fashion of so called Lagrangean formulation,then dynamical
motion from beginning to end is ruled by so as to accomplish least paying cost in
walllet=Lagrangean.This least action is universal also for QFT a dynamics.

⒝QGD Lagrangean is determined only by Quantization Principle and Gauge one.
Once Lagrangean was detemined,all the infromation of elementary particle can be derived,
Einstein’s gravity theory is curiously two type of Equivalent Principle and General Relativity.
After all,former win to couple with Gauge theory describing all the forces(electromagnetic,
weak,strong,gravity) in universe.Gauge theory demand equation A=B is no dependency of
gauge such as inch,meter,$,¥. Quantization is reflection of dual behavior of wave and
particle in micro world matter .Abstract general form of Schroedinger equation iℏ∂ψ/∂t=Hψ
is derived by Qunatization principle,while concret form of H(interaction force)is derived from
Guage principle.Below simple commutation relation is mathematical origin of quantization .
*[(d/dt),t]f(t)≡[(d/dt)t－t(d/dt)]f(t)=f(t),
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
Those essential deep meaning is suppled in APPENDIX_2.

⑶The Evidence on Completion of QGD(Quantum Gravitational Dynamics).
This is the final unified field theory as Standard One<for expert>.
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/img006-Quantum-Gravity-Dynamics-the-summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/CANONICAL-QUANTIZATION-PRINCIPLE.pdf
http://www.777true.net/General-Gauge-Principle.pdf

⑷Big damage is not only SSC,but all the Physics,etc of author concerned.
The work is from theology,math,physics,chemistry,economics,climate dynamics and
technology,HAARP earthquake weapon,however nothing academy publishing at all.
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf
Anything that author wrote and did has been being rejected,or neglected by academy
authority both domestic and abroad,however secretly admit and maybe utilize
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
.*Total Bond=Total Debt,quantative easing,negative interest,....
Boiler by "hydrogen nuclear fusion heat" is put into practical use,
https://project.nikkeibp.co.jp/ms/atcl/19/news/00001/02043/?ST=msb&P=1
the heat energy input vs output is said to exceed 12. But no dangerous radiation !!
http://www.777true.net/img0010-General-Analysis-on-Room-Temperature-Nuclear-Fusion.pdf
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Note fluid dynamics is decisive tool in weather-climate dynamics and ship and plane
engineering etc,while the most mystery of fluid chaos cause had been revealed.
http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pdf
............
While author has been being in poverty life with neighbors scorn(however recent situation
have turned).Damage without academic publication may not be only author,but also who
related with the science,technology and ideology(however recent situation have
turned)).Note time loss damage and income loss damage is not so small,In this sense
compensation is decisively necessary,Above all,authors no position with no money has
been intercepting important urgent necessary tasks at now.Time left for author(74years
old)is not much.That is,since 1993,USA has been entirely deepening their sin. SSC abortion
could have gotten(12-2)B$ gain.USA is famous for accusing others copy and human right
invasion,but the situation is entirely upside down.Thereby 0.12B$ compensation agree with
least action principle,

APPENDIX_1:Conflict with USA the NAZI reincarnated nation.
In order to win social justice,exposing deep rooted origin of ill is inevitable.USA the NAZI
reincarnated nation is decisive fact. It was at first noticed in authors actual experience in
work(1973) in US corporate<a wig of military industry complex the kernel of NAZI USA>
Then he had known CIA has been working only for profit USA by exploiting ruled nations.
And in later(~2007),he learned the whole reality from Americans,who may be not safe in
saying It publicly,thereby it may be a task of foreigner author not only for USA,but also for
many nations exploited by USA.
http://www.777true.net/Fixing-Relation-between-Japan-and-USA-toward-full-Truth-Justice-and-Humanity.pdf

http://www.777true.net/NAZIS-USA-the-Forcing-Injustice-in-Era-of-Having-Revealed-Truth.pdf

http://www.777true.net/NAZIS-reincarnated-in-USA_The-Warmonger_with-Atheism-is-Defeated.pdf

http://www.777true.net/How-to-Escape-from-Global-Slavery-by-CIA.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
Above all,it it entirely ruling by temptation,deception,intimidation and violence at last.Thus it
is cause the upside down world against righteous God teach(justice,truth,brotherhood).
Thus he has been surveying how to turn the upside down world,then it may be nothing,but at
now when their real appearance had revealed as visible monster begin to destroy mass
nation people by suspicious enough global Covid outbreak and following global mass
vaccination.Government will not really save nation people,but do upside down causing
coming hell by not only Covid,but also Climate Collapse world war the fainal.

Then most powerful key may be immediate global unite with a TRUTH before it is too late,
❶Government at now will not save you,but destroy in Covid and Climate hell.
❷http://www.777true.net/Climate-Extinction-is-Destined-not-by-Government_but-by-You.pdf
It is not that author has completed the know how,but trigger your cooperation which would
have accomplished those.
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APPENDIX_2:A Realized Event is Absolutely Unique and Only=fact,truth,reality.
((Now only global unite with a Truth can realize extinction evading)).
You may say it it too evident to debate.However too comprehensible evident(=fact,truth) is
absolutely valuable both in science and even in our democratized political life<unique and
only policy realization by majority decision>.A science(LOGIC)is absolute democratized
decision(comprehensible to Yes by everyone )=TRUTH.Or comprehensible to Yes by
everyone is real,or become realizable.While a lie,deception,or misunderstanding,
failure(contradiction) is not realized event,or become different something told by
liar,failure.What author wish tell you is as follows.
A realized event is comprehensible(no contradiction)by everyone,(to see is to believe).
A comprehensible event become realizable !!<a prediction by LOGIC(theory)>.
That is,comprehensibility<LOGIC> and realizability is equivalent !!!!
Thus pursuing comprehensibility<by LOGIC> can establish even Quantum Mechanics.
This was actually proved by mathematician Virkov and Neumann(the computer inventor).
Historically it was found by observing fact phenomena in laboratory.

Accomplishing comprehensibility<by everyone> can realize any difficult policy.
While hard to comprehend by everyone,but necessary policy become failure disasters.
Now back to science again,
In discussion⑵⒝,Quantization may be insufficient to get satisfactory comprehension,
In fact,author himself could not find sufficient explanation for none expert orient by expert.
It takes whole comprehension on so called Quantum Logic<too abstract mathematical>.
Dare to tell,a realization is confirmed by actual observation(=projection to gauge),
the mathematician found that observation is correspond to so called operator which act on
function(=state the obsereved object) to transform,then some simultaneous observations
(operators)is to face difficulty in their accuracy(uncertainty principle such as particle
position=x and momentum=p).Such operators has so called commutation relation in math
formulation which is called canonical quantization.(d/dt) is called time differential operator.
*Deriving Schroedinger Equation the micro world fundamental one by simple,but wild way.
The cause is that only time=t,it has dual canonical pair operators{(d/dt),H}.
*[(d/dt),t]f(t)≡[(d/dt)t－t(d/dt)]f(t)=f(t) ⇔ [(d/dt),t]＝1;canonical operators{(d/dt),t}
canonical operators of time=t and energy=H ⇔ [H,t]＝1→ thereby (d/dt)=H→(dψ/dt)=Hψ
http://www.777true.net/QFTstructure1.pdf → ❶②⑹<P7/20 >

an observation concept Aψa＝aψa; eigen value equation
as projection to gauge(x,y) operator x state(fucntion)=eigen value x state
y *eigen value=a observed value on A.

x *eigen state=ψa with value=a
a={a0.a1.a2.a3.,.........}from guage A’s end to end.

*A time process of state change(iℏ∂ψ/∂t=Hψ)is ruled by energy=H action to state=ψ,
thus energy can cause even our extinction at last time by if we have no comprehension.

http://www.777true.net/QFTstructure1.pdf


APPENDIX_3:Political Multiple Division and Completeness Theorem.

[１]：Failure by Political Multiple Division without Massive Unite with a Truth.
<<Overcoming small difference,and Making Bigger Unite to Win>>
Now the world has been facing the apocalyptic threat(Covid-Climate Collapse=CCC).
While Oligarchy Power has become stronger to rule with suppressing people in the
unprecedented threat.It is strongly caused by Political Multiple Division in People .
In the population count,oligarchy power is essentially very minor(wealthiest class),
while opposition party(left wing of lower class)is essentially major,

Can French President Emmanuel Macron, shaken by the "anti-pass" movement, withstand
the resistance of the people?<Google translator available>
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/9bf68c0a762928cea3a5f90306cf363aef173617?page=1
It is long years insidious conspiracy to grow up “agent leader” playing oligarchy politics.
While ultra right wing is to assist him to elect by dividing peoples voting.The original left wing
is not motivated to fight by something unclear reason.

Substantially no opposition party in Japan by terrible multiple division of the parties.
https://www.tv-asahi.co.jp/hst/poll/graph_seitou.html
Above 30% politically ignorant or desperate people has no supporting opposition party,
which has been causing long years LDP oligarchy,.Some politicians in both ruling &
opposition party are deadly betrayal !.Politicians real motivation were secretly&variously
destroyed in the past.

Political Cartoonist Carlos Latuff Reveals the Tools of Brazil’s Oligarchy
https://upsidedownworld.org/archives/brazil/political-cartoonist-carlos-latuff-reveals-tools-br
azils-oligarchy/
Brazil is originally rich both in resource and people,however USA with CIA has been being
exploited them for long by making up government oligarchy agents the deadly betrayal.

[２]：Win by Global Unite with a Truth<a scientific view on Unite with a Truth>.
<<By anyhow,Overcoming small difference,and Making Bigger Unite to really Win>>
Now many are working hard to make fatal monster mistakes caused by ignorant on truth.

In school,people general were once taught science is difficult enough to comprehend and no
God in science,but those are wrong.While they never be taught Logic the simple,but
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
supreme science.Certainly the details may be complicated,but the few supreme principle in
whole about viewing become simple enough.Now author wish you should be released from
inferior complex against science,but get trustability for own making decision.
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The ultimate question posed by quantum mechanics ──Is "material does not exist" true?
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/23dbcffd379c7f9b60fbdb7c8bb49c21ed993f9c?page=1
They are still making confusion with neglecting actual science hided by academy.
Even a top physicists has no knowledge on logic=Completeness Theorem(Gödel,1929)
the strongest theorem in Science,which states “A truth is provable to be unique and
only”.Author don’t recommend logic text written by scholar in literature department,who can
not define “true”,only physicist can do it by observability.It is action of confirming a visible
realization.
*Physical vacuum is not visible to cause supreme singularity.That is, non can say it true or
false,thereby it become possible A and not A simultaneous realization(CONTRADICTION).
Then logic theorem states “everything can be” in vacuum world<→almighty God>..
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
Thus you may recognize that established academy is mostly betrayal against religion.Thus
some scientists has been consciously or unconsciously causing confusion on Epistemology.
Never spare time in it.A science must be explained in simple and easy way such as above.
Similarly don’t be confused in CCC(covid,vaccine&climate) debate,which may be the most
deceiving stage in mankind history . Oligarchy the wealthy,but terribly fear own stat us
decline is to crook fact inconvenient,while massive ignorant is to be deceived.This is reality
of at now world.We should know how much they pay to massively deceive people by
manipulating educational,academy and mass propaganda,Thereby,not being deceived in
people is decisive to win.

*Kurt Gödel who had been terribly being hated by someone who hate completeness ?:
Logic may be most old science since ancient Greece,however the compeletion by Gödel was 20th

century.It is told that he non Jew once encountered ill will medical in Austria and at last refuged to USA,

at where he faced last time of death in suicide hunger strike.The truth is not known to author,however,

considering the position of logic at now in global academy,he might have encountered something serious

trouble also in USA.What author wish tell you is that Logic is the most strong and pragmatical science for

all,but therefore rather hided. Always people encounter problem unsolved,if a trial was fail,righteous answer

is not the trial,thus you would try to another trial not the trial,It is logical turning in facing dead rock,

Thus what necessary for the world encountering deadly threat at now musr try logical turning.Author had

turned his too complicated hard work very simple one,however unless his work,it could not had been from

beginning.Note his completeness theorem is rather neglecting than his incompleteness theorem which

states indetermism very welcomed in curious science world.However the true appearance of it is

probabilistic phenomena due to Information loss in general.This is also most important pragmatical theory

and technology.Also author concerned completing elementary particle theory encounter terrible hate.

Note Utiyama,Fadeev and Popov had no Nobel prize and not known to well in the world.

After all,wicked spirit in highest place has been being worry on what people become to know truth.
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